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MIND MANAGING 
INDUSTRY-CHANGING 
INNOVATIONS

What kinds of people and leaders are
growing in this kind of an environment?



In North Europe, due to our natural
living conditions, we must have been
excellent

+in planning, preparing for the future

+in listening to the nature, stick to basics

+in keeping our promises

+in working individually, take responsibility

+in succeeding with very limited resources



These qualities offer competitive
advantage

if we choose

THE RIGHT GAME



We can only succeed with:

STRATEGIC 
INNOVATION

management innovation, business model innovation, value
innovation, prime-movership etc…



STRATEGY =

1)DO DIFFERENT THINGS 
THAN OTHERS

2)DO SAME THINGS 
DIFFERENTLY



What is strategic innovation?

MonoSpace™



Conflict
Kitchen



”We are a company”
(generic activities)

”We are a bank”
(industry-specific activities)

”We are the Danske Bank”
(unique activities, combinations)

”We are a 
company”

”We are a bank”

”We are the 
Danske Bank”



Challenge:
How to make 2 million
customers to stay
longer in the stadium…



A) )”Stage-Gate” 
Model; the outcome
and execution details
are known after
thorough planning. 
Key driver: getting it
right with the first
attempt.
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Kokeiluja

B) D)Execution innovation Model; optimal outcome
and execution details will reveal themselves during the iterative, 
rapidly proceeding, co-creative process.
Key driver: create something unique.

TIME

Experiments

Experiments

Idea is semi-frozen

Launch 1

Launch 2



Challenge:
+How can we make
youngsters to wear
bicycle helmets?





OPPORTUNITY idea

EXPERIMENTATION
ideas

EXECUTION ideas



Decreasing experimentation hurdle





All the new ideas should be understood as 

RESOURCE 
ATTRACTION 
MACHINES!



What kind of process is ideal for resource
attraction?

1) Setting up the goal?  Dreams!

2) How to develop the execution plan/ spesification?
 Experimentation-driven development!



Challenge:
+How to increase the quality of life
of disabled people?



What kind of process is ideal for resource
attraction?

1) Setting up the goal? DREAMS!

2) How to develop the execution plan/ spesification?
EXPERIMENTATION-driven development (protohyping)!

3) ANALYTICS, CRITIQUE: Why it seems to work or not?

4) POLITICS, VALUES, CONSENSUS



How do development efforts USUALLY 
go?

3) If ever we end up actually TO DO something… we do
too big, too expensive pilot, which never succeeds

4) DREAM-level issues are not even mentioned

1) GOAL IS SET THROUGH A POLITICAL PROCESS
 New idea is tolerable, at best.

2) CRITISIZING BEGINS IMMEDIATELY



In order to do strategic innovation…

1)we must increase the quality of ideas to 
a level that we challenge the industry
conventions

2)decrease the experimentation hurdle



To put it otherway… 

1)we must do DREAM AUDITS
Think big in the beginning

2)and PROTOHYPING
Start immediately with small steps



What kinds of learning environments
are we building?

1)Thinking big enough: How many of your
students have found their life-long
agendas?

2)Thinking small enough; how many of 
your students are better at ”making
things happen” after your education?





the gap between what is and what could be.

Thinking by doing.
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